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Abstract. In this note the configurations of \textit{riss 1.0} that have been submitted to the SAT Competition 2011 are described. The SAT solver is component based and is able to enable most of the recently developed techniques in SAT solving and preprocessing a formula. Furthermore, two parallelizations of the algorithm can be used.

1 The SAT solver \textit{riss 1.0}

Originally, \textit{riss 1.0} has been implemented to analyze the resource utilization of SAT solvers. Furthermore, it should be possible to extend the solver easily. Therefore, a component based scheme has been chosen that separates the CDCL algorithm [16] into the components: unit propagation, decision heuristic, conflict analysis, restart scheduling and removal. Additionally, a preprocessor has been integrated to be able to simplify the formula after top level units have been found. Each of this components has lots of parameters so that it is hard to find the best combination. It can been shown that different configurations perform differently well for several timeouts. Most of the recent parallel solvers execute several configurations of a SAT solver in parallel and share learned clauses among these configurations [7]. This parallelization is also available in \textit{riss 1.0}. The solver is submitted in sequential and parallel configurations to the competition.

Basic Configuration The standard version of \textit{riss 1.0} implements the Two-Watched-Literal scheme without blocking literals, but with prefetching [9] the clauses of the current watch list. Each new implied literal is propagated on binary clauses before it is propagated on longer clauses, since the binary clauses are represented implicitly in their own watch list and are also stored as reason clauses in this way. Thus, the conflict analysis does not need to access the binary clause explicitly. After the conflict clause has been analyzed and a 1st UIP clause [19] has been learned, this clause is minimized further [18]. Decision are based on the VSIDS heuristic and polarity caching [15] is used to determine the polarity for the decision variable.

Besides the major components, \textit{riss 1.0} implements various event schedulers. For scheduling restarts it uses a nested geometric series starting with 150 and using an increment factor of 1.3. Learned clause removal is scheduled using a
geometric series starting with 1000 and with an increase value of 1.5. The removal uses clause activities that are based on the LBD [3]. This activity is assigned only once the clause is learned and stays static. Binary clauses are not removed. Half of the remaining clauses are deleted.

The preprocessor of*riss 1.0* implements a non increasing variable elimination (VE) [6] together with blocked clause elimination (BCE) [10], equivalence elimination (EE), hidden tautology elimination (HTE) [8], vivification (VI) [14] and extended resolution (ER) [1]. These techniques are applied in the following order: EE + HTE + BCE + VE + VI + ER + EE + HTE + BCE. Furthermore, the solver is able to run any of these techniques again during a restart. Currently, this option is not enabled since it introduces some overhead due to the component based implementation of the solver.

1.1 Sequential Configurations

As for the usual use case, a static configuration has been submitted, that is the currently best known configuration of*riss 1.0*. This configuration uses the basic configuration. The second sequential configuration*rissAuto* sets up a configuration according to the timeout for an instance. Therefore, it enables the best known configuration for the specified time. The third sequential solver*rissExp* uses an experimental configuration.

*rissAuto* The specified timeouts for the two stages of the competition are given in advance. Therefore, *rissAuto* chooses its configuration based on the timeout parameter. For 5000 seconds the basic configuration is chosen. For the first stage timeout (1200 seconds) the solver applies a probing step [11] whenever it decides a variable on the root of the search tree. During this step, the decision literal \( l \) is propagated in both polarities. If propagating one of the polarities fails, a new unit has been found. Furthermore, the implied literals of both polarities are compared. If both polarities imply literal \( l' \), \( l' \) can also be set as a top level unit.

*rissExp* During the SAT Race 2010 the winner CryptoMiniSAT [17] was able to extract encoded XOR-functions from the formula. The configuration*rissExp* extracts XOR clauses and uses special structures instead of these clauses. The extracted XOR is also used during conflict analysis, such that only a single clause needs to be stored that represents an XOR. Furthermore, the propagation of longer clauses uses the blocking literal scheme [13]. Additionally, if a binary conflict is found, the propagation is continued until a longer conflict clause is recognized. If there is no such a longer conflict clause, the last binary conflict is selected as in PrecoSAT [4]. Restarts are scheduled dynamically following [2].

1.2 Parallel Configurations

Since modern CPUs will get more cores, the parallelization of SAT solvers is important [5]. Modern SAT solvers run several configurations and share learned
clauses among these configurations [7]. The submitted version of *riss 1.0* is furthermore able to parallelize unit propagation [12] of a sequential solver.

The parallelization of *riss 1.0* is quite experimental, such that the chosen combination of configurations is not well studied yet. However, big series of experiments have been used to discover well performing sequential configurations that are able to solve as many instances as possible within a certain timeout if they are executed in parallel without sharing clauses. Based on this knowledge, the first two parallel configurations have been chosen. The third parallel configuration uses the parallelized unit propagation.

Finding a good clause sharing algorithm is hard. Usually, the length of learned clauses increases during solving an instance. To prevent sharing too long clauses, a thread sends only clauses that are shorter than the minimum of its learned clauses since the last restart. Additionally, only clauses are received that are shorter than the average of the learned clause length since the last restart of the receiving thread. Using this mechanism, shared clauses help to reduce the average size of learned clauses.

**PrissFix** The parallel configuration *PrissFix* uses a fixed setting that uses 4 cores. It follows the portfolio approach as for example ManySAT [7]. Differently to ManySAT, the basic configuration of *riss 1.0* is part of the parallel version and is run without receiving clauses from the other configurations. Thus, *PrissFix* should be at least as powerful as the basic configuration, because the search path of this configuration is not changed, if the overhead of communication and sharing the memory architecture is neglected. Due to clause sharing among the remaining configurations, the solvers performance might be even higher.

**PrissAuto** A drawback of the fixed configuration *PrissFix* is that it is not able to use an arbitrary number of cores. Thus, *PrissAuto* is able to enable up to 8 configurations that are executed in parallel and share learned clauses among each other. Again, the first configuration is the basic configuration and it also receives clauses. The remaining configurations have been chosen out of many experiments on the last SAT competitions application benchmark such that the combination of the configurations is able to solve as many instances as possible in a specified timeout.

**PrissUP** The parallelization of the unit propagation is able to use an arbitrary number of threads. Differently to the basic configuration, *PrissUP* does not distinguish between binary clauses and other clauses. The formula is regarded as a set of clauses. This set is separated among the *n* used threads. During propagation, each thread *T* propagates the literal of its propagation queue using its partition of the formula. In case of a conflict, the propagation of all threads is stopped. Otherwise, if *T* reaches a fix point, it synchronizes its propagation queue with the queues of the other threads. The algorithm is implemented with a single lock, which is only needed for sharing the information about a conflict because multiple threads might find a conflict. Thus, the submitted version of *PrissUP* uses 2 threads because the scalability has not been analyzed yet.
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